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DUSKY GRILSE

Tube - 10mm Crimp

Thread  - Fire Orange

Wing - White Bucktail

            White Arctic Fox

            White Cashmere Goat

            Orange Krystal Flash

            Orange Marble Fox

   Pearl Krystal Flash

Hackle - Orange Cock

               White Cock

Hook Extension Tubing - Floro Orange

Secure the tube in the vice. Tie in the thread and wind a bed for the

wing and hackle.  Prepare a small bunch of fine White Bucktail and

tie in so that it reaches the end of the hook. Prepare a small bunch of

White Arctic Shadow Fox and tie in so that it is slightly longer than

the Bucktail, this bunch should contain a fair amount of underfur to

provide support for the wing above. Tie these layers in tightly and

trim the waste at a taper. Prepare a small bunch of White Cashmere

Goat and tie in slightly longer. Slightly spread each layer of wing with

your thumbnail as you tie them in. Tie in four of strands of micro

Orange Krystal the same length. Bind in tightly and trim the waste.

Prepare a small bunch of Orange Arctic Marble Fox and tie in to the

final length of the fly. Tie in four of strands of Pearl Krystal as a top-

ping. Trim the waste ends at a taper and bind down tightly. Prepare

an Orange cock hackle double it and wind 3 turns. Prepare a White

cock hackle double it and wind 3 turns. Sweep all the hackle fibres

back and secure in place with a couple of turns of thread. Trim off the

waste. Form a neat small head and whip finish. Now apply a coat of

superglue and when dry several coats of thin clear  varnish to pro-

duce a smooth shiny head.

To finish you use a piece of Floro Orange hook extension tube.

The combination of Orange and White seems to be a killer at dusk

and for Grilse.




